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Educational Workshops  
 

Tamat awareness raisers started their activities in June 2013 meeting youngsters from Youth 

associations willing to participate in the In.J.Awa.Ra workshops in the Umbria Region. The themes 

of the workshops were decided with a participatory approach. In particular, Tamat has been 

working on: 

 Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger 

 Achieve universal primary education  

 Promote gender equality and empower women 

 Ensure environmental sustainability 

 

The workshops activities have been implemented till the last days of the project, even if it was 

organized to end them sooner, as youngsters have been requiring more meetings. Furthermore, it 

has not been simple to organize them as they were thought as non formal education activities and 

one of the main difficulties has been to organize the workshop as scheduled.  

 

Very often the participant weren’t the same, the groups were mixed, the timetable was expanded.  

It was known when the workshop was going to begin but the end of the meeting was never at the 

foreseen time. We realized on progress that it is very difficult to talk about informal education and 

pretend to have defined groups following strict timetables. For this reason we decided to let the 

youngsters be free of taking part to different workshops, and to define with them the timetable.  

As in fact, we are talking of “informal education”, we permitted the maximum flexibility in the 

participation, so that youngsters could choose to freely attend the workshops.  

This was undoubtedly very important for the success even if it make the organization more difficult.  

 

Results have been positive as the youngster demonstrated to be very interested in the themes, even 

if a lot of them knew nothing on these.  

We realized that it has been really important to introduce in the workshop the development of the 

Board game, as this activity made them fill “main actors” of the project. As explained in Lesson 

plans too, youngster appreciated very much the development and the use of the Board Game as an 

informal tool for education and information and it was the perfect tool to boost discussion among 

them in an informal way. Some of them told us that they appreciated very much the fact that 

playing the In.J.Awa.Ra Board game was making them “think” and “discuss. 

Also the Service Learning have been a demonstration of their interest. Several youngsters decided 

to bring what they have been learning in their schools, involving also some teachers and asking to 

include “Development cooperation” in the schools’ Education Offer Plan (POF – Piano Offerta 

Formativa). They enjoyed very much the informal setting, the active learning methodologies and 

the participatory approach. Some of the didactic materials have been so popular (like the video The 

danger of a single story, for example) that they have been seen several and several times and every 

time they wanted to discuss it again. 

 

The nicest results is that several of the participants decided to involve themselves in active activities 

regarding development cooperation (fund raising, awareness raising of the family, teachers, 

students, etc). A group of students of high school institutes, for example, decided to set up together 

with some teachers and parents a formal association to be more active regarding development 

cooperation, environmental sustainability and other social issues.  
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In total Tamat realized 48 workshops involving 404 youth 

 

 ASSOCIATION N° Workshops  N° Youngsters 

 

 1. Youngsters of Campello, S.Giovanni in Baiano and 

Bastardo   

9 24 

2. UDU Association  2 44 

3. ESN- Erasmus Youngsters   1 18 

 4. GALILEI informal youngsters association    2 117 

5. PASCAL informal youngsters’ association 16 83 

 6. GIORDANO BRUNO informal youngsters’ association 10 52 

 7. IPSIA informal youngsters’ association    8 66 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


